An algorithm for supervised classi cation using vector quantization and en tropy coding is presented. The classi cation rule is formed from a set of training data f(X i Y i )g n i=1 , which are independent samples from a joint distribution P X Y . Based on the principle of Minimum Description Length (MDL), a statistical model that approximates the distribution P X Y ought t o e n a b l e ecient coding of X and Y . On the other hand, we expect a system that encodes (X Y) e ciently topro vide ample information on the distribution P X Y . This information can then be used to classify X , i.e., to predict the corresponding Y based on X . To encode both X and Y , a t w o-stagevector quantizer is applied to X a n d a H u m a n c o d e i s f o r m e d f o r Y conditioned on each q u a n tized value of X . The optimization of the encoder is equivalent to the design of a vector quantizer with an objective function re ecting the joint p e n a l t y of quantization error and misclassi cation rate. This vector quantizer pro videsan estimation of the conditional distribution of Y given X , which in turn yields an approximation to the Bayes classi cation rule. This algorithm, namely Discriminant V ectorQuantization (DVQ), is compared with Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) and CART R on a number of data sets. DVQ outperforms the other tw oon several data sets. The relation betw eenDVQ, density estimation, and regression is also discussed.
I Introduction
The goal of supervised classi cation is to form decision rules based on a set of training data so that misclassi cation penalty is minimized. Assume the training set is L = f(x i y i ) i = 1 2 : : : n g, where (x i y i )'s are independent samples from a joint distribution P X Y , X 2 X, Y 2 Y. Typically X is a contin uous random variable described b ya pdff X on the d dimensional Euclidean space R d and Y is a discrete random variable with nitely many possible values. Let Y = f1 2 : : : M g without loss of generality. The random variable X is normally referred to as the feature vector and Y is the class. Based on the training data, the aim is to develop classi cation rule (x) that predicts class identities from the feature v ectors of new test observations. The performance of (x) is measured by t h e Bayes risk. Suppose the cost of labeling X as class m when the true class is j is C j m . The Bay es risk is de ned as B( ) = Most frequently, C j m = 1, if j 6 = m and 0 otherwise. The resulting Bay es risk is the probability of misclassi cation. Correspondingly, the Bayes classi er is (x) = max m ;1 P(Y = m j X = x), i.e., the rule of majority v ote. In this paper, Bay es risk is restricted to the probability of misclassi cation.
Vector quantization (VQ) has yielded e cient algorithms in statistical classi cation. VQ based algorithms are often referred to as prototype methods 8] in statistics because data are represented b y a set of points (quantized v ectors), or prototypes.
Complying to the terminology of data compression, I also refer to a prototype as a codeword. Normally, a class is assigned to each prototype b y majority vote on the associated class distribution of the prototype and a test feature vector is identi ed as the class of its closest prototype.
The well-known k-means algorithm for classi cation 2, 7] is exactly the Lloyd algorithm. Based on the in tuition that feature v ectors in one class tend to cluster, k-means aims at minimizing the mean squared error between a feature vector and the centroid of the cluster it lies in, a goal coinciding with that of the Lloyd algorithm for data compression. K-means partitions the feature space into cells. Each cell represents one cluster with its class determined by the majority class of data it contains. The nearest neighbor classi cation algorithm 5, 4] can be viewed as a special case of k-means, in which the n umberof clusters is the numberofdata.
K-means was originally proposed for unsupervised classi cation, or clustering. Hence, prototypes are identi ed based solely on the intuition that data in each class tend to cluster. F or supervisedclassi cation, k-means is usually inferior to other VQ based algorithms that exploit more adequately class identities provided in training. Kohonen et al. 10, 9] modi ed k-means and proposed a variety of Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) algorithms. The basic idea is to adjust centroids obtained by kmeans using class identities so that decision boundaries between classes approximate Bay es boundaries better. Starting from an initial set of centroids, L VQ predicts the class of each feature vector x i in the training set to be the majority class of its closest cluster. If the prediction is the real class y i , the cluster centroid is mov ed slightly to wards x i otherwise, away fromx i . Implementations of various LVQ algorithms are available in theL VQ P AKsoftware package 11 ].
Another approach to incorporating class information in the design of prototypes is the Bay es Vector Quantization (BVQ) algorithm proposed b y Oehler, Gray, P erlmutter, Olshen et al. 14, 15] . BVQ a i m s a t a c hieving good compression and classication simultaneously. The objective function to minimize is a weighted summation of the mean squared error between a feature vector and its codeword and the penalty of misclassi cation, normally chosen to be the probability of misclassi cation. Although BVQ has been developed for joint compression and classi cation, it is of interest purely in the sense of classi cation. It has been found that the two factors, compression and classi cation, are not always in con ict a vector quantizer that minimizes the sum of misclassi cation penalty and a small portion of compression distortion often results in better classi cation than a single purpose classi er, and vice v ersa 15, 13] .
In this paper, vector quantization is used to estimate the joint distribution of the feature v ector and the class. The algorithm, namely Discriminant Vector Quantization (DVQ), is inspired b y the principle of minimum description length (MDL). MDL is proposed b y Rissanen 16, 17] for model selection. When models with different complexity, or more particularly, di erent number of parameters are used to describe a source of data, the issue of selecting the most appropriate model cannot besolved b y usual statistical principles, such as maximum lik elihood and minimum prediction error. The reason is that the tness of a model measured b ylik elihood or prediction error is guaran teed to improve when more parameters are contained. The MDL principle chooses the model that yields the shortest code length to rev ealthe data. The model itself has to be described as well, which costs bits. Although a more complex model ts data better, it is penalized on the other hand by requiring longer code length to describe. Since MDL suggests to select a model that reveals data with the shortest description length, the DVQ algorithm designs an encoding system composed of v ector quantizers and entropy encoders to minimize the code length of training data. The joint distribution of the feature vector and class is inferred from the optimal encoding system, which is then used to form the Bay es classi cation rule.
II Estimate P X Y by Vector Quantization
T o appro ximate the joint distribution P X Y , assume the following model:
where P K k=1 a k = 1 k (x) is a Gaussian distribution and b k (y) is a probability mass function (pmf) of classes. The Gaussian distribution k (x) is speci ed b y mean k and a common co variancematrix . F orsimplicity, it is also assumed that is diagonal, i.e., the components of a v ector are independent.
The abov e mixture model is equivalent to a source with hidden states S 2 f1 2 ::: Kg. The marginal pmf of S is given b y a k , 1 k K. Conditioned on S = k, X and Y are independent with distributions k (x) and b k (y) respectively. Constraining to X, (1) is in the form of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
We can also view Model (1) as an extension of kernel density estimation 19] in the sense that the positions of kernel functions are to be estimated rather than xed at the training data. Because of the v ery large numberof mixture components usually in v olv edin the model and the reduced complexity o f t h e c o variance structure of the components, Model (1) bears more similarity to k ernel density estimation than to GMM, which will be discussed in Section V.
Although Model (1) represents a density estimation approach to classi cation, there is a key di erence from normal density estimation used in classi cation. Usually, the distribution of X is estimated separately within each class. Hence, GMM or k ernel density estimation is applied only to X instead of X and Y together. The joint distribution of X and Y is formed b y the within-class distributions of X and a prior distribution of Y . In particular, for GMM, given the hidden state S, Y becomes deterministic and equals the class in which the hidden state is. Model (1), however, assumes that each component in the mixture generates classes according to a xed distribution. When the samples of X in training are sparse, which often occurs especially with high dimensional X, density estimation of X within each class tends to be inaccurate and results in poor classi cation. By explicitly estimating the distribution of Y together with X, M o d e l (1) has a potential advantage b yforcing a classi er to use information about Y more directly. On the other hand, it retains the modeling exibility possessed b y k ernel density estimation. In addition, Model (1) leads naturally to a scheme for incorporating source coding techniques in classi cation, which will become clear in the discussion.
By the Bayes rule, the optimal prediction of Y based on X = x is max j2Y
;1 PfY = j j X = xg = max j2Y
Equation (2) is used to classify X based on estimated a k , k , and b k . Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the encoding system. Inspired b y the principle of MDL, I propose to estimate the parameters b y optimizing the encoding system, i.e., minimizing the n umber of bits (or nats) needed to quantize X to a certain precision and to encode Y losslessly. Instead of applying MDL to assess models that are estimated b y other means, the principle is used directly to estimate a model. The approach of using vector quantization to estimate Gaussian mixture models has beeninv estigated b y Gray, Young, and Aiyer 6] from an information theoretic perspective of minimum discrimination distortion.
Assume (x) = k, if x 2 P k , k 2 f1 2 : : : K g, S K k=1 P k = X, and (k) =^ k . Denote PfX 2 P k g b y q(k). Given , the optimal en tropy encoder for its output (X) is the Hu man code assigning a code length log 1 q(k) to k. The fact log 1 q(k) may n o t b e a n i n teger is ignored. In the sequel, nats is used. Denote PfY = m j X 2 P k g b y p(k m). The optimal en tropy encoder for Y given X 2 P k is a Hu man code assigning code length log 1=p(k m) to class m. As shown in Figure 1 
where
denotes the jth dimension in the v ector x and x = ( (x)) is the quantized value of x b ythe rst-stage encoder and decoder.
The goal is to design , , , and to minimize the objective function
obtained from (3) by omitting the third term, which depends only on the preselected precision of X. The third term in (4), with expected value n P K k=1 q(k)H(p(k)), reects the penalty on misclassi cation. If H(p(k)) is low, the quantization cell P k is \pure" in the sense that a certain class dominates. Hence, the probability of misclassication is low. The second term in (4) represents the cost resulted from compression. The rst term in (4) depends on the en tropy of indices output by . It represents to a certain extent the complexity of the quantized values. In summary, MDL leads to the design of a vector quantizer with an objective function incorporating compression distortion, the penalty of misclassi cation, and the complexity of quantized feature v ectors. After the encoding system is designed, the parameters in Model (1) (2) is used with the estimated parameters.
III Algorithm
It is obvious to see that for a given , the optimal decoder sets (k) as the centroid of all x i 's such that (x i ) = k. The optimal entropy encoder uses the Hu man code determined b y the pmf q(k), k = 1 2 : : : K . The classi ed entropy encoder contains multiple Hu man codes determined b y the pmfs p(k m), m = 1 2 ::: M. F or xed , , a n d , is not a nearest neighbor encoder, which is the main di culty in the design. A recursive descending algorithm is used to iteratively update the four components in the system. The procedure to update with xed , , and is presented rst. The update of , , and with xed is straightforward. As and contain Hu man codes derived from pmfs q( ) a n d p( ), the formula for updating q( ) and p( ) are provided instead.
As the training data set is nite, searching for the optimal is equivalent to determining n integer values (x i ), i = 1 : : : n , where n is the size of the training data set and (x i ) 2 f 1 : : : K g. Denote at the beginning of iteration t b y (t) . Let x i = ( is obtained, , q( ), and p( ) are updated b ythe following formula 
IV Experiment
T otest DVQ, 7 data sets listed below were examined. These data sets were taken from the UCI machine learning database repository 1 ] at:
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/Machine-Learning.html.
1. Liver Disorder: This data set is used for detecting the presence of liver disorder based on 6 features, ve of which are blood tests and one is the quantity of alcoholic beverages consumed perday. There are 345 cases in this data set. 2. Heart Disease: This data set concerns heart disease diagnosis. There are two classes: presence of heart disease versus absence of heart disease. The number of features is 13. The original data set contains 303 cases, 6 of which hav e missing data. These 6 cases are excluded in the study here. b ythe programs eveninit and balance. Codebooks were trained using the optimizedlearning-rate LVQ1, implemented in program olvq1. This version of LVQ is suggested as the most robust of all the L VQ algorithms 11]. For each application, the number of iterations is set to be 50 times the size of the training data set, which is su cient as discussed in 11].
F romT able1, it is interesting to note that both DVQ and CART perform signi cantly better than the others on certain data sets. For instance, DVQ yields substantially lower error rates with the Sonar and Heart data sets. CART outperforms greatly the other two with the Ionosphere data set. The large di erence in error rates with di erent data sets indicates the algorithms are complementary to each other to a certain extent. The performance of L VQ is between that of CART and DVQ for 5 out of the 7 data sets. F or the other 2 data sets, it is the worst. DVQ performs muc hworse than the others with the Glass data set. However, it achieves the lowest error rate for 5 data sets.
V Discussion
In Section II, the mixture model P X Y (x y) = P K k=1 a k k (x)b k (y), x 2 R d , y 2 f1 2 ::: Mg, is proposed. The role of the Gaussian components in the mixture is more of serving as k ernels than as \modes" in a normal Gaussian mixture model. The number of components is often very large, comparable to the number of training data. F orexample, the sonar data set has about 187 training data in each fold of cross-validation and the average number of mixture components chosen b y crossvalidation is 150. During the design of the encoding system, a component is deleted automatically if it yields an empty quantization cell. For the sonar data set, the av eragenumberof components after the design is about 84. The focus of DVQ is to determine the positions of the Gaussian components. As in kernel density estimation 19], the covariance matrices of the Gaussian distributions are assumed to beof a common and simple structure, in particular, independent dimensions.
In kernel density estimation, a distribution is estimated as a summation of kernels centered at each training data point. In DVQ, the positions of the Gaussian kernels and the kernel widths are derived by optimizing an encoding system. It is unnecessary to constrain to Gaussian kernels in Model (1). In fact, if the domain of X is bounded, the residual X ; ( (X)) ought t o f o l l o w a distribution with nite support. Suppose a di erent k ernel function is used in (1), we may design the encoding system in the same manner and t the k ernel function to the residual if the k ernel cannot be determined completely b y its variance and expectation. We can view DVQ as an application of MDL to nonparametric density estimation. Estimating a large number of parameters by exploiting a certain coding scheme under the spirit of MDL has not becomea widespread methodology. An early work in this direction is an algorithm on the optimization of histogram estimators with variable bin widths developed b y Rissanen, Speed, and Yu 18] .
Although DVQ is proposed for classi cation, it is easily extendible to regression. If Y is a contin uous random variable rather than a discrete class label, we can replace the pmf p k (y) in Model (1) by a k ernel function and consider a two-stage encoder for Y . The objective function in the design of the encoding system will re ect the tradeo between distortion and rate, or equivalently ,prediction error and model complexity from a statistical point of view.
VI Conclusion
In this paper, a novel classi cation algorithm, namely Discriminant Vector Quantization, has been developed. Based on the principle of Minimum Description Length, this algorithm estimates the joint distribution of the feature v ector and the class b y optimizing an encoding system. The DVQ algorithm has been tested and compared with CART and L VQ on sev eraldata sets. Experiments demonstrated promising results. The relation between DVQ and k ernel density estimation, and the possible extension of DVQ to regression hav e also been discussed.
